AB-0033
First Year B. A. (External) Examination
April/May – 2015
History : Paper - II
(Western World - Mid 15th Century to 1945 AD)
(Principles) (Core Course)

Time : 3 Hours] [Total Marks : 100

1. Dharmasudhakaran Paribhajana Jhadavari, tenei aksara vadhavo. 20

Adhava

1. Dokhnath varo: 20
   (1) Samabhtasadhani patan
   (2) Navratru margana paribhajana

2. Avidhikakrittha kaharo ane parishamo ni vistrut chore. 20

Adhava

2. Kehya krittha kaharo ane parishamo samjavo. 20

3. Prabhu Vishwakaran kaharo ane parishamo jhadavo. 20

Adhava

3. Dokhnath varo: 20
   (1) Dharmasudha Avidhikaran ni praman
   (2) Varseksha samiti.
ENGLISH VERSION

Instructions: (1) As per the instruction no. 1 of page no. 1.
(2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

1 Describe the causes and impact of the Reformation of religion. 20

OR

1 Write short notes on:
(1) Decline of Feudalism.
(2) The causes of Renaissance.

2 Discuss in detail the causes and consequences of industrial Revolution. 20

OR

2 Explain the causes and consequences of the French Revolution. 20

3 Explain the causes and consequences of the First World War. 20

OR

[Contd...]
3 Write short notes on:
   (1) The contribution of Bismarck in Unification of Germany.
   (2) The Treaty of Versailles.

4 Explain the main forces that lead to the Russian Revolution in 1917 A.D. State its impact.
   OR

4 Describe the major factors for the rise and development of Fascism in Italy.

5 Discuss the rise and growth of Nazism in Germany.
   OR

5 Describe the achievements and failures of the U.N.O.